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ABSTRACT

A computer program, ImagePAC 2000, was designed to calculate the asphalt

content, percent air voids, percent elongation, and aggregate gradation from a cross

sectional image of a gyratory compacted hot mix asphalt pavement section. In this study,

the program underwent a major revision, resulting in the code ImagePAC 2002, with

increased user friendliness, flexibility, and accuracy. New capabilities include the

determination of additional HMA characteristics such as aggregate location, orientation,

shape, and texture. The revised program was used to analyze 15 new samples consisting

of both laboratory compacted samples as well as field cores from newly paved highways.

The results suggest that the revised program is more accurate than the original one at

measuring asphalt content, percent air voids, percent elongation, and aggregate gradation.

There is also a moderately good correlation between ImagePAC 2002 and laboratory

data.
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1.0 ABSTRACT

A computer program, ImagePAC 2000, was designed to calculate the asphalt

content, percent air voids, percent elongation, and aggregate gradation from a cross

sectional image of a gyratory compacted hot mix asphalt pavement section. In this study,

the program underwent a major revision, resulting in the code ImagePAC 2002, with

increased user friendliness, flexibility, and accuracy. New capabilities include the

determination of additional HMA characteristics such as aggregate location, orientation,

shape, and texture. The revised program was used to analyze 15 new samples consisting

of both laboratory compacted samples as well as field cores from newly paved highways.

The results suggest that the revised program is more accurate than the original one at

measuring asphalt content, percent air voids, percent elongation, and aggregate gradation.

There is also a moderately good correlation between ImagePAC 2002 and laboratory

data.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Problem Setting: Hot Mix Asphalt Design

Hot mix asphalt (HMA), commonly known as asphaltic concrete, is composed of

asphalt binder, coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, and air voids (Figure I). HMA is

formed by mixing the components together in specified proportions at high temperatures

(275-375°F) and then compacting the mixture. The performance of a mixture is

dependent on the quantity of each component, which can be measured by the asphalt

content (Ae) (asphalt mass as a percentage of total mass), percent air voids (AV) (air

void volume as a percentage of total volume), percent elongation (PE) (elongated particle

volume as a percentage oftotal aggregate volume), and aggregate gradation.

In the laboratory, HMA is commonly compacted using a gyratory compactor, which

compacts the asphalt mix into a cylindrical mold (4 in. high by 6 in. diameter) by

imposing vertical pressure during a gyratory motion. Based on the performance of

several trials of laboratory mixes, a mix design for the field is determined.

In the field, HMA is batched (or brought on-site from a plant) and commonly

compacted by several passes of either a steel drum or pneumatic rubber-tired roller to

produce asphalt overlay for traffic loads. A compacted specimen may be sampled from

the field by coring the asphalt pavement following construction and prior to traffic

loading. Field cores are typically used to assess the quality of construction.
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2.2 Issues

There are several issues that should be addressed concerning HMA. One question

that arises is whether compacted specimens accurately conform to the specified AC, AV,

PE, and aggregate gradation design values. The controlled setting of the laboratory often

produces HMA mixes with precise amounts of asphalt, aggregate, and air voids.

However, there are many variables in the field that may lead to disproportionate amounts

of HMA components or inconsistent/inadequate compaction, both of which may

compromise asphalt pavement performance. Such variables include inadequate mixing

of components (which may result in inaccurate AC, PE, and gradation values) and

inconsistent/inappropriate compactor speed, weight, and number of passes (which may

result in inaccurate percent air voids and aggregate crushing).

Another issue concerning HMA design is whether there are other parameters that

may affect long-term pavement performance. In particular, studies have shown that

aggregate shape also affects pavement performance. Masad, Olcott, White and Tashman

(2001) characterized fine aggregate shape using aggregate form (variation in aggregate

proportion), angularity (roundness), and texture (surface irregularity). They determined

that texture had the strongest correlation with rutting resistance as measured in the

Purdue wheel-tracking device. Sukumaran and Ashrnawy (2001) found a strong

correlation (R2=0.95) between Form Factor (FF), a measure of boundary deviation from a

circle, and shear strength ofaggregate as measured by the drained friction angle. Another

method of evaluating aggregate shape is the elongation index, which is the ratio of the

major and minor axes of a particle. This method involves the laborious process of
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measunng dimensions of individual coarse aggregate particles with a special caliper

device (ASTM 1990 and ASTM D4791).

Current methods of assessing asphalt content, air void content, aggregate elongation

and gradation of compacted asphalt mixes, are costly, time-consuming, and require

special equipment and operator training. Furthermore, current methods of aggregate

shape analysis are inadequate because they involve indirect measures of macroscopic

properties that do not adequately capture the essence of aggregate shape. For example,

fine aggregate angularity is extrapolated from the percent air voids in loosely compacted

aggregate (AASHTO T304 method A), since higher air void content is generally

correlated with increased aggregate angularity (Masad, Button, and Papagiannakis,

2000). Another restriction of these tests (with the exception ofair void determination) is

that they are conducted on the individual pavement components before mixing. There are

few tests that can be performed on the heterogeneous asphalt concrete mixture. The few

tests that exist often require harsh abrasive chemicals that are environmentally hazardous,

or they require ignition of the mixture (to extract the aggregate which combusts at a

higher temperature than the asphalt binder). These techniques necessitate safety

precautions and may also result in degradation of the aggregate during the process. An

accurate and environmentally friendly method of testing asphaltic concrete would be

useful in assessing the degree of compaction and could be used in the forensic analysis of

pavements. Such a technique is described herein.
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2.3 Approach: The Use of Image Analysis Techniques

Image analysis consists ofperforming spatial measurements and/or mathematical

calculations on a digital image consisting of discrete pixels (Kuo and Freeman, 2000).

Images can be captured by scanning photographs, direct digital photography, or digital

video imaging (live pictures). Image analysis is environmentally friendly, produces

repeatable results, requires minimal operator training, and may range from slightly

intrusive (i.e., cutting cross-sectional slices) to entirely non-destructive (i.e., x-ray

tomography).

Image analysis has been shown to have many applications in pavement

engineering. It is capable of quantifying the aggregate in asphaltic concrete and can thus

be used to produce a frequency distribution curve analogous to that produced by

aggregate sieve analysis (Brandes and Nagata 2000, Masad et al. 1999, Kuo and Freeman

1998, Yue et aI. 1996). In addition to quantifying aggregate, image analysis is also

capable of determining aggregate location (McCuen et al. 2001, AI-Shibli et al. 1996,

Yue et al. 1995) and aggregate orientation within a compacted AC matrix (Brandes and

Nagata 2000, Masad et al. 1999, Kuo et aI. 1998, AI-Shibli et a!. 1996, Yue et a!. 1995).

Image analysis can also be used to analyze aggregate shape factors such as form (Masad

et a!. 2001, Sukumaran and Ashmawy 2001, Kuo et aI. 2000, Brzezicki et a!. 1999, Kuo

et a!. 1998, Yue et a!. 1995), angularity (Masad et a!. 200 I, Sukumaran and Ashmawy

200 I, Kuo et aI. 2000, Masad et a!. 2000, Wilson et a!. 1997), and texture (Masad et aI.

200 I, Kuo et a!. 2000, Kuo et a!. 1998). Image analysis has also been used to determine

the location and percent of air voids in asphalt pavement, which is a useful tool for

assessing the success of compactive efforts (Brandes and Nagata 2000, Masad et a!. 1999,
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Al-Shibli et al. 1996). Finally, it can quantify the percent asphalt binder present in a

compacted mix (Brandes and Nagata 2000).

2.4 Objectives of this Study

This study involves the development of the next generation of the program

ImagePAC 2000, i.e. ImagePAC 2002 (Image Pavement Analysis Code), which utilizes

image analysis algorithms to characterize asphalt pavement. The goals of this study are:

• To improve the existing program by increasing user friendliness, flexibility,

and accuracy.

• To use ImagePAC to evaluate additional aggregate properties (such as

orientation, centroid, shape factors, and texture).

• To use ImagePAC to assess the degree to which laboratory and field

compacted HMA samples meet design specifications.
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3.0 THE IMAGEPAC 2002 PROGRAM

3.1 The ImagePAC Program

The original ImagePAC 2000 program was developed by Brandes and Nagata (2000)

for the Hawai'i Department of Transportation (HDOT) as a tool for measuring (I)

aggregate gradation, (2) asphalt content, (3) percent air voids, and (4) percent aggregate

elongation in compacted asphalt mixes. The softwares used in the original ImagePAC

2000 program were Matlab 5.1 and SDC Morphology Toolbox. ImagePAC 2000

consisted of a separation routine and a computational analysis routine, both of which

were retained in the revised program.

The new ImagePAC 2002 program not only includes the AC, AV, PE, and gradation

analyses from the original program, but it also increased the user friendliness, flexibility,

and accuracy of these measurements. Furthermore, the new program includes expanded

capabilities such as the ability to measure aggregate orientation, centroid location, shape,

and texture. The ImagePAC 2002 version of the program uses Matlab 6.0 and SDC

Morphology Toolbox V.0.14 software. The user manual and source code are presented in

Appendix A, and a flowchart is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Image Acquisition and Preparation

The first step in the analysis is to prepare the HMA samples and digitize the images

to be processed by the ImagePAC program. Brandes and Nagata (2000) used 6 in.

laboratory gyratory compacted samples of HMA, which were cut in half vertically using

a 12 in. circular wet saw (Figure 3). The field cores used in this study were 4 in. in

diameter. Images were initially captured with a 35 mm Canon camera with standard 50
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mm lens and 400 ASA speed film and then scanned into a computer. However, placing

the cut sample face directly on a flatbed Microtek Scanner to acquire the image was

found to be more effective. Directly scanning the asphalt had additional advantages of

requiring no expensive additional equipment/training, preserving a 1: I specimen to image

ratio, providing even and reproducible lighting for the image, and expediting the speed of

image acquisition. The sample was scanned as a grayscale image with 256 shades of

gray. A resolution of 150 dpi was found to be sufficient.

3.3 Particle Separation

Once the image is acquired, the first half of the ImagePAC program is used to

analyze the sample. The first routine, Sep.m, is designed to distinguish the individual

aggregate particles, asphalt, and air voids. Thus, it essentially separates the components

of the AC sample and stores each as separate images, which can be used in individual

calculations or can be combined to reproduce the original image. The primary tools used

to accomplish this are multi-threshold binarization and a Skeletal Influence Zone (SKIZ)

algorithm.

The original image is scanned in 256 grayscale with pixel values of 0 indicating

black, values of 256 indicating white, and intermediate values representing various

shades of gray. Binarization is the process of converting a grayscale image to a black and

white image such that pixel values above a specified numerical threshold are converted to

Is (white) and values below the threshold are converted to Os (black). Multi-threshold

binarization consists of specifying different threshold levels to distinguish between

asphaltic concrete components, since the aggregate, asphalt, and air voids appear as
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different shades of gray (Figure 4). Thus, the gray image can be binarized at 2 different

thresholds to produce 2 different black and white images - one in which the aggregate is

clearly distinguished from the asphalt and air voids (Figure 5a), and one in which the air

voids are differentiated from the asphalt (Figure 5b).

Once the HMA components are isolated, individual particles or voids can be

separated from each other with the SKIZ algorithm. The algorithm creates an image

(Figure 6) consisting of a network of lines, which are equidistant from adjacent objects in

an image. The SKIZ algorithm effectively separates foreground objects into "zones of

influence" such that all pixels within a particular boundary are closer to the enclosed

object than to any other object.

The SKIZ algorithm is performed on the image using 2 input parameters. The first

of the two input values specifies a "cut length". For example, short cut lengths are used

to distinguish between 2 small particles that are touching whereas larger cut lengths are

required to separate larger adjacent particles. The second value specifies the size of a

preservation area. These are cutoff values such that particles smaller than the specified

area are assumed to be completely separated and are thus removed (or preserved) from

further separation cycles, whereas larger particles are then considered for the next

separation cycle. The SKIZ algorithm is repeated 15 times with increasing parameter

values, since preliminary testing showed that at least 15 cycles were required for

adequate particle separation. Typical SKIZ parameters used in the analysis are listed in

Table I.

The original program used a standard set of SKIZ parameters (cut lengths and

preservation areas) for all samples (Table I). However, variations in grain size
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distribution among samples may have resulted in non-representative particle separation,

which yielded inaccurate gradation curves. The revised program provides the user with

the option to utilize these standard SKIZ parameters or input values from an Excel file

(Table 2), which ImagePAC 2002 imports into Matlab. Thus, different SKIZ parameters

can be used for various samples to produce representative particle separation images.

A new optional particle separation subroutine, based on a watershed separation

technique, was introduced in ImagePAC 2002. Watershed separation is a method of

using binarization to separate the features of an image based on grayscale intensity

(Figure 7). This technique is performed on images where the features of interest are

similar shades of gray that are separated by the background (or non-feature components

such as asphalt), which are a different gray level (Eddins, 2002). To prevent

oversegmentation of the image resulting from variations in gray intensity within the

features of interest, ImagePAC 2002 allows the user to specify a minimum binarization

threshold. Since a minimum level is required, the watershed routine is performed on the

complement (or negative) of the image. The minimum binarization threshold level

controls the degree to which the light-colored asphalt is separated from the dark-colored

aggregate. In ImagePAC 2002 the user has the option to separate the particles using

either SKIZ or watershed routines.

Once the program has separated the individual particles, it labels them by assigning a

number to each particle such that every connected pixel within that object has the same

number, but different objects have different pixel labels. The labeled, separated images

are then saved as tiff files to be used later in the program (Figures 8a and 8b). Once the
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program has identified and separated the aggregate, asphalt, and air voids, the appropriate

measures and calculations can be performed.

3.4 Image Measurement Algorithms

The second half of the ImagePAC program consists of another routine, Final.m,

which was designed to analyze the components of the asphalt sample and determine the

aggregate gradation, percent air voids, asphalt content, and percent elongation. However,

initial results (Brandes and Nagata 2000) were inaccurate and suggested that 2-D analysis

tended to underestimate small particles. Although cross-sectional slices through a

compacted specimen will likely yield a representative sample of coarse aggregate (which

occupies the majority of the 2-D area), it will reveal only a small relative portion of the

fine aggregate. Many smaller particles are overlooked because they are buried beneath

the exposed cross-sectional surface (Figure 9) and perhaps because they are easily

removed when saw-cutting. Other studies have addressed this problem by using x-ray

imaging or solvents to dissolve the asphalt binder (Masad et al. 1999). However, since

these methods are expensive and time consuming, a Matlab technique was developed

(Brandes and Nagata 2000) which extrapolated the number, and volume, of particles

within a slice of asphalt of specified thickness. The 3-D analysis technique was found to

improve the accuracy of the results.

First, every individual particle III the 2-D aggregate image is measured in the

horizontal, vertical, and two 45° diagonal directions to determine the length and

orientation of the longest axis. This information is then used to compute the
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representative depth of each particle according to the following equation (Masad et al.

1999):

I·+p·D·=_l__l
I 2

where D; = Representative depth ofparticle i

Ii = Length of longest axis of particle i (horizontal, vertical, or ± 45°)

Pi = Length of axis perpendicular to axis of length Ii

(1)

The representative depth is an extrapolation of the third dimension of a particle

based on the average of its major and minor 2-D axes. Thus large particles have large

depths, small particles have small depths, and elongated particles have an intermediate

depth. The average volume for each exposed particle is assumed to be the product of the

particle area and the representative depth:

v, = Ai xD,

where Vj = Volume ofparticle i

Ai = Area ofparticle i

Di = Representative depth or particle i

(2)

A 2-D slice of width t (where t is equal in magnitude to the horizontal width of the

widest particle in the 2-D image) is first considered. The distribution of aggregate sizes

is assumed to be uniform such that the section of width t on the cut face of the sample is

assumed to be representative, in terms of particle size distribution, of the third dimension,

z, perpendicular to the cut face (Figure 10). The left edge of the section is assumed to be

located on the exposed cut face, while aggregates to the right are assumed to be buried in

the asphalt directly below the surface particles on the left edge. The section is analyzed

pixel by pixel, with each pixel being distributed and added, as appropriate, to the

13



cumulative aggregate volume, asphalt volume, or void volume. With the section

thickness held constant, ImagePAC 2002 moves the section I pixel to the right and the

volumetric distribution process is repeated (Figure II).

Subsequently, the gradation analysis is performed. The average axis (also known as

representative diameter) of each particle, which is the diameter of a sphere of equal

volume, is calculated from the particle volume by:

[

6XV:]3D.= -n
7f

where Dri =Average axis or representative diameter ofparticle i

Vi = Volume of particle i

(3)

The largest value of Dri is selected by ImagePAC 2002 from among all the particles

to define the maximum average axis. ImagePAC then creates a series of bins, varying in

size by I pixel, from a specified minimum cut-off to the maximum average axis length.

The program used the average axis of each aggregate to place the particle in the

appropriate sized bin such that each bin contains particles with same axis lengths.

Information concerning the number of particles in each bin is then obtained. The

cumulative percentage of particles passing each bin by volume is determined by summing

the cumulative aggregate volumes in each bin smaller than the given bin size and

dividing by the total aggregate volume (obtained by summing the average volume of all

particles). Although aggregate gradation is usually computed by weight, ImagePAC

computes the gradation by volume. The resulting gradation curve is equivalent to one

based on weights if a constant grain specific gravity is assumed.
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The percent voids is determined by dividing the volume of voids in a 3-D slice of

asphalt by the total volume of the slice:

AV = Va xlOO
Vmb

where A V = Air void content, %

Va = Volume of air voids

Vmb = Bulk volume of compacted mix

(4)

Initially, the voids in the 2-D image are identified using threshold binarization. The

volume of voids in the 3-D slice is then extrapolated using the technique described in the

gradation section. The total slice volume is calculated by the following equation (Figure

11):

v" =L,xW,xf,

where V" = Total slice volume

Ls = Length of slice

W, = Width of slice

ts = Slice thickness

(5)

The asphalt content is computed by summing the remaining pixels in the 3-D slice

that were not identified as aggregate or air voids, to obtain the 3-D asphalt volume. The

asphalt volume is multiplied by the density of asphalt (1.025) to obtain the mass of the

asphalt. This is added to the mass of the aggregate, which is obtained by multiplying the

total 3-D aggregate volume by the aggregate density (obtained from user-inputted

specific gravity) to obtain the total slice weight. The percent asphalt by weight is

obtained by the equation:
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AC=Ma'xIOO
M mb

where AC = asphalt content, by percent mass of total mix

Mas = Mass of asphalt binder

Mmb = Mass of compacted mix

(6)

Percent elongation is calculated by dividing the volume of elongated coarse

aggregate by the total coarse aggregate volume:

V
PE=~xlOO

V.a

where PE = percent elongated particles, by volume

Vep = Volume of elongated particles

V'a = Total volume of coarse aggregate

(7)

Elongated particles are defined as having a length to width ratio greater than 3.

Coarse aggregates are aggregates retained on the #4 sieve, which are larger than 4.72mm

in diameter. ImagePAC 2002 identifies the aggregate with equivalent diameter greater

than 4.72mm as coarse aggregate.

3.5 New Features and Capabilities in ImagePAC 2002

3.5.1 Limitations ofthe Original ImagePAC 2000 Program

There were several limitations to the originallmagePAC program that the revised

ImagePAC 2002 program attempted to address. The limitations included: (1)

cumbersome multi-stepped procedures, (2) use of standard parameters without regard for

sample variation, and (3) limited accuracy. The first drawback was that there were many

unnecessary steps in the procedure that were time consuming and required some user
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training. Adobe Photoshop was used to crop, rotate, aud mauually fill the images' edge

voids with gray shading to eliminate them from aualysis. Edge voids were eliminated

because they may have been produced by inadequate edge compaction in the laboratory

or through crushing of aggregate during the field coring process, aud thus were non

representative. Subsequently, the ImagePAC 2000 particle separation routine aud asphalt

characterization routine (which were saved as 2 distinct Matlab files) were performed on

the image.

Another limitation involved applying staudard parameters to different samples,

which occasionally resulted in inaccurate aualyses due to naturally occurring variations

between samples. For example, all images were binarized at the same threshold level. A

non-chaugeable threshold level was selected which produced the best overall results

among au original set of samples aualyzed. However, asphalt smearing aud variations in

aggregate coloration may have contributed to non-representative digital images.

Another limitation of the original program was that the accuracy of particle

measurements was compromised, since only the horizontal, vertical, aud two 45° axes

were measured. The major axis of au aggregate particle was assumed to be the longest of

these 4 lengths aud the minor axis was the length perpendicular to the major axis.

However, if the longest axis of the aggregate was in a direction other thau those four,

ImagePAC 2000 would underestimate the major axis length aud subsequently

underestimate axis-dependent aggregate properties such as average axis and average

volume.
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3.5.2 User Friendliness

Several features were either modified or introduced into the original program to

simplifY its use. Image processing tasks dealing with cropping, rotating, and thresholding

the image were programmed into Matlab code to avoid having to use a separate program

such as Photoshop. The revised program further facilitated the process by combining the

separation and measurement routines so that the user is only required to run one program.

Due to streamlining of procedures and increased efficiency of programming, run time

(length of time required to complete the program from start to finish) of ImagePAC 2002

was cut in half, typically from 2 hours to 1 hour to process a 6 in. diameter lab sample.

3.5.3 Flexibility

In addition to simplifying the procedures, the revised program increases the

flexibility of image analysis by allowing the user to input various parameters that affect

the calculations, select types of output, and specify subroutines to perform. The new

ImagePAC 2002 program enables the user to set the air voids and threshold level for each

individual sample (or choose to run the program automatically without user inputs). The

user is able to adjust these values iteratively and watch the results on the screen until the

resulting image is representative of the HMA sample. Visual comparison of the image to

the actual specimen minimizes operator dependent variations. In addition to specifying

individual sample threshold levels, the new program enables the user to manually set the

contrast parameters of the image. Contrast is the difference between neighboring pixel

values. For example, when a grayscale image is composed of a narrow range of gray

values, the range can be expanded by reassigning the smallest value to zero (black), the
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highest value to 256 (white), and interpolating intennediate values. Expansion of the

grayscale range increases the difference between adjacent pixels, resulting in increased

contrast. In ImagePAC 2002, the contrast of the sample is increased by allowing the user

to input high and low grayscale values, which were then adjusted to I and 0 values

respectively.

Besides manipulating the threshold and contrast parameters for individual

samples, ImagePAC 2002 also allows the user to control the type of output the program

produces (Figure 12). For example, there are 7 types of output the revised program can

produce: (I) asphalt content, (2) percent air voids, (3) percent elongation, (4) gradation

curve, (5) particle orientation, (6) shape factors, and (7) individual aggregate data

(including area, orientation, major and minor axes lengths, centroid location, shape

factors, and fractal dimension). The user may choose to produce all these outputs or

specify only a few (to further reduce run time). This required restructuring of the main

algorithms from the original program and changing the overall sequence of functions.

3.5.4 Accuracy

The accuracy of aggregate measurements such as length, width, and orientation

were improved in the new ImagePAC 2002 program. This was facilitated by using the

Matlab Regionprops function. Regionprops is a multi-purpose function that takes a

labeled image and measures specific properties of each labeled region. This function was

used to measure individual aggregate area, bounding box (dimensions of the smallest

rectangle containing the individual particle), centroid coordinates, equivalent diameter

(diameter of a 2-D circle of equal area), image (image of an individual particle), filled
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image (individual particle with any internal holes filled in), major axis length (length of

the longest axis of the best-fit ellipse), minor axis length (length of the shorter axis of the

best-fit ellipse), orientation (angle, in degrees, between the major axis and the x-axis),

and solidity (the proportion of area contained within a filled convex polygon

circumscribing the particle such that the number of polygon sides equals the number of

vertices/angles of the particle). The function returns a structured array with each particle

corresponding to an element in the array and each element in the array having a related

subarray containing the properties of the particle. The particle orientation and axes

lengths returned by this function were more accurate than those measured in the original

program. Thus, the accuracy of all calculations using these measurements was also

improved.

3.5.5 Expanded Capabilities

The expanded capabilities of the program include watershed separation,

measurement of particle orientation, centroid location, shape factors, and texture analysis.

As mentioned earlier, one new feature of the ImagePAC 2002 program is the ability to

separate particles based on a watershed separation technique. Another new feature is

measurement of the aggregate orientation of a sample. Aggregate orientation is the

tendency of the major axis of an equivalent particle ellipse to be oriented in a particular

direction. Any affinity of particles to align in one direction more than another suggests

that sample compaction methods affect particle orientation. The regionprops function

was used to determine the orientation of each particle. ImagePAC 2002 summarized the

orientations in a Rosette diagram (Figure 13) of all aggregate particles larger than a user
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specified cutoff size. A Rosette diagram is a frequency distribution of particle orientation

angles present in a sample, such that the height of each peak represents the number of

particles with the same orientation, and the angle of the peak is the orientation of the

particles. Matlab displays only those angles between -900 and 900 and implies symmetry

elsewhere in the diagram.

Visual inspection of the Rosette Diagram will determine whether particles in a

sample are randomly oriented or have a tendency to align in a specific direction

(indicated by a high frequency peak). The two highest frequency peaks in field core JC-

148A-48A (Figure 13) are oriented at approximately _100 and +100 from the horizontal.

Although there are particles aligned in many different directions, this indicates a very

slight preference for the horizontal. This slight preference for near horizontal alignment

may have resulted from vertical pressure applied during compaction.

Another new feature of ImagePAC 2002 is the ability to identify the centroid of

each aggregate particle. The regionprops function provides the x and y coordinates of

the centroid of each particle. This may be useful for future research on the homogeneity

of an asphalt mixture by analyzing the location distribution of various particle size

ranges.

The analytical capabilities of ImagePAC were expanded by incorporation of

shape factor measurements for individual aggregate particles. The following aggregate

shape (or form) factors were coded: form factor, roundness, aspect ratio, and solidity.

Form factor is the ratio of the square of the circumference ofa circle of equivalent area to

the square of the perimeter of the object:

4xlixA
FF; = 2 '

1';
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where FFi = Fonn factor of particle i

Ai = Area of particle i

Pi = Perimeter of particle i

This value indicates the degree of surface irregularity since decreasing values of FF

indicate a rough surface with large deviations from a circle. The maximum value for

fonn factor is 1, which corresponds to a circle. Roundness is the ratio of the area of an

object to the area of the circle circumscribing the object:

R = 4x Ai
I 7rxD ?

max,1

where Ri = Roundness of particle i

Ai = Area ofparticle i

Dmax,i = Maximum diameter ofparticle i

(9)

A value of 1 indicates the object is a circle and roundness decreases as the object

approaches a line. Aspect ratio is a measure of particle elongation and is the ratio of the

maximum diameter to the minimum diameter:

D
AR=~

I Dmin,i

where ARi = Aspect ratio of particle i

Dmax,i = Maximum diameter of particle i

Dmin,i = Minimum diameter ofparticle i

The aspect ratio is 1 for a circle and increases as the particle becomes elongated.

(10)

As mentioned earlier, solidity is the proportion of area contained within a filled

convex polygon circumscribing the particle:
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S=~
, CA,

where Sj = Solidity of particle i

A j = Area of particle i

CA i = Convex area ofparticle i

(11)

The maximum value of solidity is 1 and it decreases as the concavity of the particle

increases.

Another new feature of ImagePAC 2002 is texture analysis, measured by the

fractal dimension of each individual particle larger than a user-specified cutoff size.

Fractal dimension is the rate at which the perimeter of an object increases as the scale

used to measure the perimeter is reduced (Russ 1995). For example, if the length of the

perimeter of an aggregate were measured under 1x, lOx, and lOOx magnification, the

length would increase as the unit of measurement decreased. Thus, if the complexity (or

amount of deviation from aline) of a boundary increases as it is magnified, the

complexity can be interpreted as texture or roughness. Although there are several

different methods of determining the fractal dimension, the Minkowski method (Russ

1995) was used in ImagePAC 2002. The Minkowski method consists of using circles of

various radii to trace the perimeter of the object. The fractal dimension is proportional to

the slope of the line produced by plotting the log of circle radius versus the log of total

area swept out by the path of the circle (Figure 14). A smooth particle would have a

fractal dimension of approximately 1 and a rough particle would have a fractal dimension

larger than 1.

An example of aggregate particle characteristics for 20 particles in Kalanianaole

Highway field core JC-148A-48A is shown in Table 3. It should be noted that the second
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particle in the table has a form factor greater than 1. Since the form factor cannot exceed

1, there may be some degree of error in image analysis for small particles. The

roundness, aspect ratio, and solidity values lie within the appropriate ranges. However,

the fractal dimension is consistently lower than the minimum value of 1. It should be

noted that the cases where the fractal dimension exceeds 1 is for particles with relatively

large areas. This suggests that ImagePAC may only be capable of measuring texture for

large aggregate.

Another new issue that was investigated in this study was the analyses ofparticles

smaller than 1 mm. The original program was incapable of considering small particles

due to the limits of imaging resolution. This required gradation curves referenced to a

minimum size of I mm. In this study, a stereomicroscope with mounted digital camera

was used to determine whether small particles that were not visible in the scanned image

could be digitally processed. This method captured images of particles smaller than I

mm. However, a circular image was produced as a result of restrictions imposed by the

microscope lenses. ImagePAC 2002 requires rectangular input images and is currently

not capable of analyzing circular images. Although ImagePAC 2002 was not able to

perform analyses on the small particles, future revisions of the code may accommodate

non-rectangular input images.
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4.0 VERIFICATION AND FIELD APPLICATIONS

4.1 Samples

The ImagePAC 2002 program was used to analyze 4 different sets of samples (Table

4). The first set consisted of 15 superpave gyratory compacted (SOC), 6 in. diameter

laboratory samples with aggregate from the Makakilo and Kapa'a quarries. These

samples were the same as those used by Brandes and Nagata (2000), and were selected in

this study to verify the accuracy of the new program. The second set of samples

consisted of field cores with aggregate from the Makakilo and/or Halawa quarries that

were taken from resurfacing of the 5th and 11 th Avenue on-ramps, and the Koko Head,

Waialae, and 6th Avenue off-ramps of the H-l freeway in the Kaimuki District. The third

set of samples represent field cores with aggregate from the Kapa'a quarry that were

taken from the Kalanianaole Highway resurfacing project (Figure 15) conducted during

July 2002. The fourth set of samples consisted of gyratory compacted laboratory samples

with aggregate from the Kapa'a quarry.

The asphalt content, percent air voids, percent elongation, gradation curves,

anisotropy, shape factors, and general aggregate properties for each set of samples were

measured with ImagePAC 2002 and compared to reference values (where available)

provided by the Hawaii Department of Transportation Materials Testing and Research

Laboratory (HI-DOT-MTRL) (Table 5). The reference values provided for the laboratory

compacted samples were probably more accurate than those for the field cores since they

were obtained from controlled tests (e.g., sieve analysis) and/or mix design (e.g., AC).

On the other hand, reference values for the field cores were obtained from mix design

specifications, which may not have been adequately met during construction. ImagePAC
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2002 analysis of the laboratory compacted samples may be more accurate than analysis

of the field cores since the samples were larger and therefore provided more particles for

examination. For the field cores, any atypical particle would have a larger effect on the

smaller sample population, which could lead to skewed results.

4.1 Verification Runs

Verification consisted of comparing results computed with ImagePAC 2002 and

ImagePAC 2000 to reference values, among 17 laboratory compacted samples. Overall,

the results of the new program are seen to be closer to the reference values than those

produced by the original program (Table 6). The correlation coefficient between image

analysis and HI-DOT-MTRL reference values for AC obtained by the revised program

was r = 0.693, whereas there was no significant correlation for the original program.

The correlation between ImagePAC 2002 and HI-DOT-MTRL values for AV was r

= 0.093, but increased to r = 0.431 with the removal of outlier sample gp50a-150. The

outlier was removed from statistical analysis because inspection revealed that the

binarized air void image was not representative of the location and size of air voids in the

actual sample. Further manipulation of the image did not yield a more representative

image, which may be a result of the overall darkness of the sample due to asphalt smear.

The correlation between image analysis and reference values of percent air voids in the

original study was r = 0.329.

The correlation between percent elongation of image analysis and reference values

was r = 0.455 for the revised program and r = 0.277 for the original program for 15

laboratory compacted samples (reference values for 2 samples were unavailable). The
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graph of percent elongation based on image analysis versus reference data (Figure 16)

suggests that ImagePAC 2002 has a tendency to underestimate the number of elongated

particles. One explanation is that the percent of elongated particles may be

underrepresented if their axes lie outside of the 2-D image plane. For example, a 3-D

elongated particle with an axis perpendicular to the plane analyzed in the image would

appear as a cross-section of the elongated particle. Another explanation for the

underestimation of PE is suggested upon examination of the particle separation image

and the actual sample, which suggests that elongated particles tend to be cut into smaller

particles during the SKIZ separation routine, resulting in fewer elongated particles.

Furthermore, the ImagePAC 2002 program measures the major and minor axis of the

equivalent ellipse of the particle rather than the actual length and width, which may

introduce additional error into this measurement.

A comparison of the gradation curve produced by the new ImagePAC 2002 program

to the gradation curve produced by the original program is shown in Figures 17a and 17b

All gradation curves in appendices B and C were produced using the SKIZ separation

algorithm. The image analysis gradation curves for all samples were fairly representative

of the reference curves provided by the respective quarries. However, it was observed

that some of the curves produced by image analysis depicted a step (or steps) in the

gradation curve rather than a smooth continuous gradation (for example, see Figure 18).

One explanation is that the SKIZ separation routine cuts the particles using discrete cut

lengths, which are applied to discrete areas. For example, if one cycle of the algorithm

cuts adjacent particles larger than 50 pixels2 that are touching along a length of 10 pixels

or less, particles that are either smaller than 50 pixels2 or connected by more than 10
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pixels will not be adequately separated. An increase in the number of SKIZ parameters

may produce a less stepped curve.

4.3 Field Samples

For the Kalanianaole Highway field cores, ImagePAC 2002 values of AC ranged

from 5.52-6.75%, which suggests that image analysis is accurate to within ±l % of the

asphalt content. The reference range of asphalt contents for these samples was relatively

small (5.8-5.9%), which indicates that a uniform AC was indeed achieved along the

length of the paving project. The percent voids measured by ImagePAC 2002 were

compared to HI-DOT-MTRL reference values and a correlation of r = 0.207 was

obtained. The low correlation suggests that percent voids in the field is lower than that

measured in the laboratory, which implies that current pavement construction procedures

may result in inadequate air voids. Asphalt pavements typically require a minimum air

void content of 3% to prevent plastic flow of the binder that leads to rutting (Roberts et

al. 1996). Figure 19 is a typical gradation curve from a Kalanianaole Highway field core.

It shows that ImagePAC 2002 was very accurate at reproducing the grain size

distribution.

For the Kaimuki field cores, no reference values were provided for percent air voids

or percent elongation. Figure 20 is an example of a typical gradation curve for the

Kaimuki field cores. However, asphalt reference values were provided, which allowed

AC analysis to be performed on both field samples. The correlation between ImagePAC

2002 and reference values for field samples was r =0.858. The high correlation suggests
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that asphalt content achieved in the field may be comparable to laboratory mix design,

and that field construction procedures may adequately meet the AC specification.

When data from both laboratory and field samples were compiled, the correlation

between image analysis and reference values for AC (Figure 21), AV (Figure 22), and PE

(Figure 16) were rAe = 0.698, rAV = 0.258 (excluding outlier sample GP50A-150), and rpE

= 0.455, respectively. This suggests that the image analysis values for asphalt content

were closer to laboratory values than those for percent voids and percent elongation,

which implies that ImagePAC 2002 is more accurate at measuring AC than AV and PE.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

ImagePAC 2002 is more user-friendly and flexible than the original program, which

provides the user with more options. It is also capable of measuring individual aggregate

properties that were not measured in the previous version and which are difficult to

determine in the laboratory. ImagePAC 2002 provides an alternative to labor intensive

laboratory testing of individual particles. The accuracy of the ImagePAC 2002 program

was improved (compared to the original program) based on high correlations between

image analysis and laboratory reference data.

This study shows a stronger correlation between image analysis and reference data

for asphalt content than other properties. One of two inferences can be drawn from this

observation. Either laboratory tests of asphalt content are more accurate than laboratory

tests of percent air voids and percent elongation, or ImagePAC 2002 is more effective at

measuring asphalt than air voids and elongation. Comparison of images produced by

ImagePAC 2002 to the original samples suggests that the air voids are quite accurately

represented and that there is minimal asphalt smearing due to saw-cutting. Furthermore,

current laboratory methods of measuring air voids are indirect and thus imprecise. Thus,

the data implies that the image analysis technique of measuring air voids is more accurate

than laboratory methods. On the other hand, inspection of the digital images produced by

ImagePAC 2002 reveals that the elongated particles are represented less accurately due to

the aggregate separation process and use of ellipses to approximate axes lengths. This

implies that the laboratory test methods of measuring percent elongation may be more

accurate than image analysis.
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The results of this study suggest that measurements of asphaltic concrete properties

using image analysis techniques can be correlated to measurements produced by standard

laboratory test procedures (reference values). If the correlations are strengthened by

minor modifications to the program, image analysis may become a quick and cost

efficient substitute for labor-intensive laboratory tests.

Finally, image analysis may be used as a tool to measure the shape and texture of

individual aggregate particles and may be most effective at measuring coarse aggregates.

The ability of ImagePAC 2002 to measure aggregate shape may prove useful for future

studies addressing correlations between particle shape and long-term pavement

performance.
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6.0 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The following are suggestions for future research based on the results ofthis study:

1. The ImagePAC 2002 program could be applied to field cores from asphalt

pavements near the end of their lifespan, after traffic loading has been applied.

Image analysis could be used to compare the asphalt content, percent voids, and

percent elongation before and after pavement use to determine if significant

asphalt creep, rutting, or crushing of aggregate have occurred.

2. Image analysis could be used to compare field data to laboratory prepared control

samples with equivalent AC/AVIPE properties to assess the quality of field

construction procedures.

3. If asphalt samples were prepared using aggregate with known shape/texture

factors, the results produced by ImagePAC 2002 could be compared to the

reference values to determine the accuracy of image analysis measurements of

these aggregate properties.

4. Due to the restraints imposed by digital image techniques, small particles are

excluded from analysis. Although this study suggests that a stereomicroscope is

capable of capturing particles overlooked in traditional image acquisition,

ImagePAC 2002 was unable to analyze the digital image produced by the

microscope since a round rather than rectangular image is produced (Figure 23).

Future revisions of the program may include a feature that allows the user to

specify the shape of the original input image and is capable of analyzing a non

rectangular image matrix.
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Table 1. SKIZ Parameters For ImagePAC 2002

Cycle I Area (mm") I Cut Length (mrn)
1 2.9 0.3
2 2.9 0.5
3 2.9 0.7
4 14.5 0.9
5 17.3 0.7
6 17.3 0.9
7 31.8 1.0
8 46.2 1.2
9 72.3 1.4
10 72.3 1.5
11 78.0 1.7
12 86.7 1.9
13 95.4 2.0
14 106.9 2.4
IS 130.0 2.6
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Table 2. Example SKIZ Parameter Input File

Cut Len!!th Cmm) I
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.4
1.4
I.7
2.0
2.4
2.6
2.7
3.1
3.4
3.7
4.3

34

Area (mm")
2.9
5.8
8.7
14.5
17.3
20.2
31.8
52.0
60.7
72.3
78.0
86.7
101.2
115.6
135.8
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Table 3. Properties of20 Typical Aggregate Particles From JC-148A-48A

Label Area Orientation* Major Minor Centroid x- Centroid y- Form Roundness Aspect Solidity Fractal
(mm2

) (") Axis Axis Coordinate** Coordinate** Factor Ratio Dimension
Length Length (mm) (mm)
(mm) (mm)

1 40.1 -3.3 11.9 5.3 5.2 3.1 0.28 0.36 2.26 0.73 1.27
4 4.8 89.8 2.9 2.4 1.0 8.7 0.64 0.74 1.21 0.85 0.93
5 1.0 21.2 1.4 1.0 0.9 10.7 1.25 0.68 1.33 0.85 0.57
6 2.5 78.5 2.0 1.9 1.2 32.8 0.44 0.75 1.09 0.67 0.82
7 80.5 -75.6 14.1 7.7 3.6 42.9 0.55 0.51 1.84 0.89 1.07
10 2.5 46.7 2.0 1.7 1.1 12.9 0.67 0.76 1.20 0.77 0.79
12 1.3 -23.6 2.6 1.0 1.5 19.7 0.35 0.25 2.50 0.61 0.72
15 6.1 30.6 4.3 2.0 2.3 26.6 0.56 0.43 2.08 0.83 0.99
17 5.1 4.0 3.4 2.2 1.7 34.9 0.54 0.57 1.54 0.78 0.96
18 2.2 21.6 2.2 1.5 1.4 52.4 0.45 0.57 1.44 0.72 0.79
20 1.0 -44.3 1.7 0.9 0.8 57.6 0.85 0.39 2.00 0.79 0.58
21 2.6 -46.3 2.9 1.2 1.6 6.7 0.81 0.40 2.43 0.83 0.80
22 5.0 -69.6 22.7 2.4 I.5 15.2 0.74 0.87 1.14 0.87 0.94
23 4.3 31.9 2.9 2.0 1.8 17.7 0.70 0.66 1.42 0.85 0.91
26 2.8 -88.6 2.6 1.7 1.3 23.7 0.69 0.55 1.50 0.78 0.82
28 19.9 8.31 7.0 3.9 4.4 29.1 0.35 0.52 1.78 0.76 1.19
30 2.1 -48.6 2.4 1.7 1.2 49.6 0.48 0.48 1.40 0.60 0.80
45 1.7 43.0 2.4 1.4 1.7 54.6 0.31 0.38 1.75 0.62 0.76
64 1.1 -65.3 1.5 1.0 1.9 48.8 0.77 0.58 1.50 0.80 0.61
72 3.5 -11.6 2.4 1.9 3.2 10.4 0.92 0.79 1.27 0.87 0.85

*Relative to horizontal.
**Origin at upper-left comer of image
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Table 4. Input Parameters For ImagePAC 2002

Sample I Crop Left I Crop Right I Crop Top I Crop Bottom I Rotation I Void. Thresh I Agg. Thresh I HI Contrast I LO Contrast
GP42A-150 10 25 15 30 0 2 100 0.35 0.15
GP42B-150 15 32 30 45 I 2 115 0.35 0.15
GP47A-150 20 35 25 55 0 10 100 0.35 0.15
GP47B-150 20 30 20 353 004 5 85 0.35 0.15
GP47C-150 17 25 20 30 -004 I 70 0.35 0.15
GP50A-150 15 18 25 30 -0.6 I 80 0.35 0.15
GP50B-150 20 30 20 40 -004 10 200 0.35 0.15
GP52A-150 15 23 15 30 0 2 100 0.35 0.15
GP52B-150 20 30 25 45 0.7 10 130 0.35 0.15
HB57A-150 27 45 20 30 -1.3 2 175 0.35 0.15
HB57B-150 20 30 15 35 0.1 5 100 0.35 0.15
HB62A-150 15 25 12 30 0 5 150 0.35 0.15
HB62B-150 17 20 20 30 0.7 5 150 0.35 0.15
HB67A-150 10 12 12 10 0.5 10 175 0.35 0.15
HB67B-150 20 23 15 25 -004 10 100 0.35 0.15

JC-148A-48A 2 2 25 45 0.27 35 160 0.35 0.15
JC-148A-48B 10 15 20 35 0 30 130 0.35 0.20
JC-148A-48C 5 6 23 42 0.25 25 150 0.35 0.20
JC-150A-50A 5 7 22 39 0.11 30 160 0.35 0.22
JC-150A-50B 2 4 20 45 0 40 160 0.35 0.22
JC-150A-50C 6 6 23 31 0.02 30 160 0.35 0.22
JC-152A-52A 10 10 28 46 -0.35 30 160 0.35 0.22
JC-152A-52B 6 4 25 60 0045 25 160 0.35 0.22
GP6IA-KAL 10 13 10 15 -0.15 30 200 0040 0.25
GP6IB-KAL 3 4 7 17 -0.02 25 150 0.35 0.25
JC66AI2AI 5 7 6 8 -0.01 25 130 0040 0.20
JC66AI2BI 20 23 10 25 0 20 160 0040 0.22
JC66A12CI 2 8 20 23 0 25 130 0.40 0.22
JC68AI4AI 4 13 12 15 0 25 135 DAD 0.22
JC68AI4BI 8 13 10 19 0 17 100 0040 0.22



Table 5. Samples Used in ImagePAC 2002 Analysis and Reference Data

Calibration Samples
Sample

GP42A-150
GP42B-150
GP47A-150
GP47B-150
GP47C-150
GP50A-150
GP50B-150
GP52A-150
GP52B-150
HB57A-150
HB57B-150
HB62A-150
HB62B-150
HB67A-150
HB67B-150

I Reference-AC (%) I Reference-AV (%) I
4.2 5.5
4.2 6.2
4.7 2.6
4.7 2.9
4.7 2.9
5.0 2.6
5.0 2.6
5.2 2.3
5.2 2.0
5.7 4.1
5.7 4.1
6.2 2.3
6.2 3.5
6.7 2.6
6.7 2.0

Reference-PE (%)
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6

Kalanianaole Hwy. Field Cores
Sample I Reference-AC (%) I Reference-AV (%) I

JC-148A-48A 5.8 7.2
JC-148A-48B 5.8 7.2
JC-148A-48C 5.8 7.2
JC-150A-50A 5.9 7.2
JC-150A-50B 5.9 7.2
JC-150A-50C 5.9 7.2
JC-152A-52A 5.8 6.8
JC-152A-52B 5.8 6.8

Kalanianaole Hwy. Lab Samples
Sample I Reference-AC (%) I Reference-AV (%) I

GP6IA-KAL 6.1 4.8
GP61B-KAL 6.1 5.9

Kaimuki Fwy. Ramp Field Cores

Reference-PE (%)
N/A
N/A
N/A
NlA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Reference-PE (%)
NlA
N/A

Sample I Reference-AC (%) I Reference-AV (%) I Reference-PE (%)
JC66A12AI 4.8 N/A N/A
JC66A12Bl 4.8 N/A N/A
JC66A12CI 5.0 N/A N/A
JC68AI4Al 4.9 N/A N/A
JC68A14Bl 4.9 N/A N/A

Reference-AC, AV, and PE are the percent asphalt content, percent voids, and percent
elongation data provided by HI-DOT-MTRL.
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Table 6. Comparison ofImagePAC 2002 and Reference Data

Sample I Ima!!e-AC I Ref-AC I Ima!!e-AV I Ref-AV I Image-PE I Ref-PE
GP42A-150 5.1 4.2 4.8 5.5 4.6 3.2
GP42B-150 5.7 4.2 6.8 6.2 1.5 3.2
GP47A-150 4.6 4.7 3.8 2.6 2.6 3.2
GP47B-150 5.2 4.7 6.5 2.9 1.9 3.2
GP47C-150 5.4 4.7 3.1 2.9 1.4 3.2
GP50A-150 5.8 5.0 12.0 2.6 0.8 3.2
GP50B-150 5.6 5.0 2.9 2.6 2.5 3.2
GP52A-150 5.1 5.2 4.1 2.3 1.1 3.2
GP52B-150 4.4 5.2 2.9 2.0 0.5 3.2
HB57A-150 5.2 5.7 5.1 4.1 1.6 5.6
HB57B-150 5.8 5.7 5.7 4.1 3.6 5.6
HB62A-150 7.1 6.2 3.3 2.3 4.4 5.6
HB62B-150 6.1 6.2 4.3 3.5 1.3 5.6
HB67A-150 6.5 6.7 3.5 2.6 3.4 5.6
HB67B-150 6.2 6.7 3.8 2.0 4.8 5.6

JC-148A-48A 5.5 5.8 3.9 7.2 0.0 N/A
JC-148A-48B 6.4 5.8 I.I 7.2 0.0 NIA
JC-148A-48C 6.8 5.8 8.2 7.2 0.0 NIA
JC-150A-5DA 5.8 5.9 1.9 7.2 0.6 N/A
JC-150A-5DB 5.8 5.9 6.4 7.2 0.0 NIA
JC-150A-5DC 5.6 5.9 8.1 7.2 0.0 NlA
JC-152A-52A 5.9 5.8 4.0 6.8 0.3 NIA
JC-152A-52B 6.4 5.8 3.4 6.8 0.0 N/A
GP6IA-KAL 6.2 6.1 3.5 4.8 0.1 N/A
GP61B-KAL 6.6 6.1 3.2 5.9 0.1 NIA
JC66A12AI 4.6 4.8 3.5 NIA 0.4 NIA
JC66AI2B1 4.4 4.8 3.6 NIA 0.5 NIA
JC66A12C1 4.8 5.0 2.9 N/A 2.7 NlA
JC68AJ4Al 3.9 4.9 5.0 N/A 0.0 NlA
JC68A14BI 4.9 4.9 2.5 NIA 0.0 NIA

Image-AC, AV, and PE are the percent asphalt content, percent vOids, and percent
elongation data from the ImagePAC 2002 program.
Ref-AC, AV, and PE are the percent asphalt content, percent voids, and percent
elongation data provided by HI-DOT-MTRL.
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Figure 1. Components of asphaltic concrete
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Figure 2. ImagePAC 2002 flowchart
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Figure 3. Halved gyratory compacted sample with scale
(Brandes and Nagata 2000)
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Figure 4. Histogram of gyratory compacted sample GP52A-150
(Brandes and Nagata 2000)
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Figure 5a, Binarized image of air voids for Kalanianaole field core JC-150A-50C
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J:. Kalanianaole field core JC-150A-50C. f aggregate lorF· 5b Binarized Image 0Igure .

Asphalt and Air Voids
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Figure 6. Example of SKlZ particle separation
(http://www.mmorph.com/html/morph/mmskiz.html)
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Figure 7. Watershed separation of aggregate for sample JC-150A-50C
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Figure 8a. Aggregate (false color) image for Kalanianaole sample JC-150A-50C

Note: Compare the separated image to the binarized image in Figure 5b.
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Figure 8b. Air voids (false color) image for Kalanianaole sample JC-150A-50C

Note: Compare the separated image to the binarized image in Figure 5a.
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Figure 9. Underestimation of small particles due to embedment

Small particles at the exposed cut face
are nonrepresentative of the fine aggregate
volume in a 3-D slice of thickness t and depth L.

Top of Core
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Figure 10. Perpendicular cut faces
(Brandes and Nagata 2000)

A cut was sawed perpendicular to the original face of a sample. Examination of
aggregate in the third dimension supports the assumption that the particles within
a 2-D strip of width t on the original face is represenative of particles to a depth t
on the perpendicular face.
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Figure 11. Example of 3-D analysis algorithm
(Brandes and Nagata 2000)

w

1.1 I
1
-----+--1 -~~

Direction of Scan

Particles analyzed within a 2-D slice of width t (located on the original cut surface)
were assumed to be representative of particles located in the third dimension (z),
such that particles touching the left edge of slice t were hypothetically located on
the surface and particles within slice t were hypothetically equivalent to embedded
particles. Analysis was repeated from left to right for several slices of width 1.
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Figure 12. Sample ofImagePAC 2002 command window

ImagePAC 2002
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Department of Civil Engineering
Developed by Curtis Nagata, Jennifer Hirata, & Dr. Horst Brandes
Revised Fall 2002

Enter filename of image to be analyzed (*.tit):jc-148A-48Aa.tif

Which of the following functions would you like to perform?
Please enter the numbers of all options that apply (separated by commas).
1. 3-D Asphalt Content Analysis.
2. Void Ratio Calculation.
3. Percent Elongation Analysis
4. Gradation Analysis
5. Anisotropy Analysis
6. Shape Descriptors
7. Aggregate data table
8. All ofthe above
I would like to perform the following: 8

Please enter the particle size cutoff (in mrn) for analysis: 5

Which of the following AGGREGATE SEPARATION programs would you like to perform?
1. Watershed Separation
2. Skeletal Influence Zone (SKIZ) separation
Please enter the number of the separation program you would like to use: 2

ImagePAC can use the excel file called "ImagePACskiz.xls" to input skiz parameters.
Note: the skiz (skeletal influence zone) parameters affect the "cut" lengths used in the particle separation
routine where increasing values of "skiz_run" result in longer "cut" lengths and increasing values of
"skiz_run_area" control the size of the particles that remain intact.
1. Use default parameters
2. Use skiz parameters in ImagePACskiz.xls file
Please enter the number of the option you would like to use:

Do you wish to adjust and threshold the image automatically (w/o user inputs)? (YIN):N

Image Adjustment Routine
Do you wish to adjust (crop and rotate) the image manually? (YIN):Y
How many pixels would you like to crop from the left edge? 2
How many pixels would you like to crop from the right edge? 2
How many pixels would you like to crop from the top edge? 25
How many pixels would you like to crop from the bottom edge? 45
Enter angle in degrees to rotate sample (indicate negative angle for CW rotation):0.27
Do you want to re-adjust the image? (YIN): N

Air void and aggregate threshold levels
Do you wish to manually threshold the image (for air voids and aggregate)? (YIN): Y
Enter air voids threshold level (O=white, 256=black):35
Enter aggregate threshold level (O=white, 256=black): 160
Enter the high level for contrast: 0.35
Enter the low level for contrast: 0.15
Do you want to re-enter threshold levels? (YIN): N
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Figure 13. Rosette diagram of Kalanianaole field core JC-148A-48A
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Figure 14. Minkowski method of determining fractal dimension
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Figure 16. Verification of percent flat/elongated particles (%)
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Figure 17a. ImagePAC 2002 grain size distribution for sample HB57A-150
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Figure 17b. ImagePAC 2000 grain size distribution for sample HB57A-150
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Figure 18. ImagePAC 2002 grain size distribution of sample GP42B-150
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Figure 19. Grain size distribution of Kalanianaole field core JC-148A-48A
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Figure 20. Grain size distribution of Kaimuki field core JC66A12-BI
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Figure 21. Asphalt contents from ImagePAC 2002 vs. reference values
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Figure 22. Percent voids from lmagePAC 2002 vs. reference values
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Figure 23. HMA magnification with stereomicroscope
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APPENDIX A: IMAGEPAC 2002 PROGRAM
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Appendix AI. ImagePAC Program Manual

I. Double-click on Matlab 6.0 icon (or select from the list of programs under
"Programs" option under "Start" button).

2. The Matlab screen is divided into 3 boxes. The command Window is located on
the right side of the screen. The upper left-hand box is the Workspace Box,
which lists the variables that are currently in use. The lower left-hand box is the
Current Directory Box, which consists of 2 parts: (1) a drop-down menu from
which a file path may be selected and (2) the files available for use within the
specified file path directory. From the drop-down menu in the Current Directory
Box select the following pathway: c:lDocuments and Settings\Administrator\My
Documents\lmagePAC2002.

3. Right-click on the program "ImagePAC2002.m" which will appear among a list
of files in the Current Directory Box window. Right-clicking on the program will
cause a menu to appear; left-click on the "run" option. Matlab will begin running
the ImagePAC 2002 program.

4. In the Command Window, enter the file name (with the ".tif' extension) of the
scanned asphalt image to be analyzed. Note: the image must be in tiff format.

5. Enter the number(s) corresponding to the type(s) of output you want ImagePAC
2002 to perform.

6. Enter the cutoff (i.e., minimum) particle size to be analyzed.

7. Enter the number corresponding to the aggregate separation program you want
ImagePAC 2002 to perform. We recommend the SKIZ separation program.

8. If the SKIZ separation program is specified, enter the number corresponding to
the option of the SKIZ input parameters you wish to use. The default parameters
are pre-programmed into ImagePAC 2002. However, the "ImagePACskiz.xls"
file contains values that can be manipulated by the user in an Excel program and
is read by ImagePAC 2002.

9. Specify whether you would like to adjust (crop, rotate, and threshold) the image
automatically without any user inputs. Enter 'Y' if you would like the program to
automatically use default values, or 'N' if you would like to adjust the image
manually. We recommend manually adjusting the image ('N').

10. Image adjustment is divided into 2 parts: (1) cropping and rotating, and (2)
thresholding. If you would like to manually crop and rotate the image, type "Y",
at the prompt. If you would like to use the default values and only wish to
manually adjust the thresholds, type "N". We recommend manually cropping the
rotating the image ("Y").
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11. Enter the appropriate values to crop and rotate the image as prompted.

12. You may re-adjust the image by typing "Y" at the prompt. If the image is
adjusted satisfactorily, type "N".

13. If you would like to manually threshold the image, type "Y", at the prompt. If
you would like to use the default values and only manually cropped and rotated
the image, type "N". We recommend manually thresholding the image ("Y").

14. Enter the appropriate values to threshold the air voids and aggregate in the image
as prompted.

15. You may re-adjust the image by typing "Y" at the prompt. If the image is
adjusted satisfactorily, type "N".
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Appendix A2. ImagePAC 2002 Code

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%FmALPROGRAM%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all %Close all open figures
clc %Clear Command Window
clear %Clear all variables

%Set Image Processing Toolbox preferences
iptsetprefCTruesizeWarning', 'off);

%Display title information
dispCImagePAC 2.0')
dispCImage Pavement Analysis Code')
dispCUniversity of Hawaii at Manoa')
dispCDepartment of Civil Engineering')
dispCDeveloped by Curtis Nagata, Jennifer Hirata, & Dr. Horst Brandes');
dispCRevised Fall 2002')
fprintfC\n')

%%%%%%%%% Obtain Grayscale Image%%%%%%%%%%%%
filename=inputCEnter filename of image to be analyzed (* .tif):','s');
%filename='c:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\Jennie\gp42a
150.tif;
f=mmreadgray(filename);
figure
mmshow(f);

%Set resolution to 150 dots per inch
dpi=150;

%Scale image if a photo is scanned
sample_width=I;
sample_height= I;
photo_width=I;
photo_height= I;
format
photo_width=sample_width/photo_width;
photo_height=sample_height/photo_height;
conversionJactor=(photo_width+photo_height)/2;
binsize_factor=(conversionJactor/dpi)*25.4;

%Name of airvoids output file
%graynamesave='c:\My DocumentsVennie\zgp42a-150avgreydone.tif;
%graynamesave=inputCEnter the filename under which you wish to STORE the output
AIRVOIDS image (* .tif):','s');
graynameprefix='avgreydone';
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graynamesave=cat(2,graynameprefix,filename);

%Name of aggregate separation output file
%bwnamesave='c:\My Documents\Jennie\zp42a-150cleanupsep.tif;
%bwnamesave=inputCEnter the filename under which you wish to STORE the output
AGGREGATE SEPARATION image (*.tif):','s');
bwnameprefix='cleanupsep';
bwnamesave=cat(2,bwnameprefix,filename);

%Name of airvoid data output file
%voiddataname='c:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My
Documents\Jennie\zgp42a-150voiddata.mat';
%voiddataname=inputCEnter the filename under which you wish to STORE the airvoid
data output (* .mat):','s');
sizefilename=size(filename);
removeext=sizefilename(1,2)-3;
filename2=filename(I,1 :removeext);
voiddatasuffix='mat';
voiddataname=cat(2,filename2,voiddatasuffix);

%User determines program outputs
fprintfCIn ');
disp('Which of the following functions would you like to perform?');
disp('Please enter the numbers of all options that apply (separated by commas).');
disp('l. 3-D Asphalt Content Analysis.');
dispC2. Void Ratio Calculation.');
dispC3. Percent Elongation Analysis');
disp('4. Gradation Analysis');
disp('5. Anisotropy Analysis');
disp('6. Shape Descriptors');
disp('7. Aggregate data table');
disp('S. All of the above');
%disp('The program default is option 8. ');
%menu='S';
menu=inputCI would like to perform the following: ','s');
tprintfCIn') ;
%Convert string input into a numeric array
menu=STR2NUM(menu);
%Convert menu array into a IxS array with zero placeholders at the end
L=length(menu);
L=8-L;
menu=padarray(menu,[O,L],0, 'post');

forj=I:S
ifmenu(lj)==8

menu=[l 2345670];
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else
end

end
%cutoff_agg = 30;
cutoff_agg=inputCPlease enter the particle size cutoff (in mm) for analysis: ');
cutofCagg=round(cutoft~agg/0.17);

%User determines separation program
sepoption=2; %default separation is skiz
fprintfCln');
dispCWhich of the following AGGREGATE SEPARATION programs would you like to
perform?');
disp('l. Watershed Separation');
disp('2. Skeletal Influence Zone (SKIZ) separation');
sepoption = input('Please enter the number of the separation program you would like to
use: ');
fprintf('In');

%Ask user if they want to use an input excel file with skiz parameters
if sepoption=2;

fprintfCIn');
dispClmagePAC can use the excel file called "ImagePACskiz.xls" to input skiz
parameters. ');
dispCNote: the skiz (skeletal influence zone) parameters affect the "cut" lengths
used in the particle separation routine');
disp('where increasing values of "skizJun" result in longer "cut" lengths and');
dispCincreasing values of "skiz_run_area" control the size of the particles that
remain intact');
dispC I. Use default parameters');
disp('2. Use skiz parameters in ImagePACskiz.xls file');
excelinput=inputCPlease enter the number of the option you would like to use: ');
fprintfCIn');
%excelinput= I;

else
end

%Ask user if they want to adjust and threshold the image automatically
autoJesponse=input('Do you wish to adjust and threshold the image automatically (w/o
user inputs)? (YfN):','s');
fprintfCln');
%auto_response='N';
%Flag automatic response
if auto_response='y'lautoJesponse=='Y'

Auto=l; %True
else

Auto=O; %False
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end

%Threshold image so edges of sample are easy to distinguish
high=0.20; %enhance asphalt contrast
10w=0.15;
fac=imadjust(f,[low high],[O I]);
fac=im2bw(fac); %binarize contrasted image
fac I=mmareaopen(fac, 15); %Remove noise

%Begin border creation
[length,width]=size(fac);

%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMAGE ADJUSTMENT ROUTINE %%%%%%%%%
dispClmage Adjustment Routine');

%initialize cropping variables
beg width=O;
end_width=O;
beg_length=O;
end_length=O;
adjustJesponse='N';

while adjustJesponse=='N'
switch Auto

%Ask user if they want to adjust image manually
case 0

adjustJesponse=input('Do you wish to adjust (crop and rotate) the image
manually? (YIN):', 's');

%adjustJesponse='Y';
if adjusCresponse=='y' Iadjust_response=='Y'

%Routine to manually crop and rotate the image
while adjustJesponse=='y'1 adjustJesponse=='Y';

%Crop Routine
beg_width=input('How many pixels would you like to crop from the left

edge? ');
%beLwidth=10;
end_width=inputCHow many pixels would you like to crop from the right

edge? ');
%end_width=25;
end_width = width-end_width;
beg_length=inputCHow many pixels would you like to crop from the top

edge? ');
%beLlength=15;
end_length=input('How many pixels would you like to crop from the bottom

edge? ');
%end_length=20;
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end_length=length-end_length;
cropfac=imcrop(fac1 ,[beg_width,beg_Iength,end_width,endJengthJ);
figure
imshow(cropfac);
title('Cropped Image');
%Rotate Routine
rotation_angle=inputCEnter angle in degrees to rotate sample (indicate

negative angle for CW rotation):');
%rotation_angle~O;
frotate=imrotate(fac I ,rotation_angle);
frotate=imcrop(frotate,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length));
figure
imshow(frotate);
titleCRotated Image');
adjust_response = inputCDo you want to re-adjust the image? (YIN): ','s');
tprintfC\n');
%adjust_response='N';

end
adjustJesponse='Y'; %to prevent 'while' loop from cycling

else %if user wants to input threshold but does not want to manually adjust image
if adjust_response=='n' IadjustJesponse=='N'

adjust_response='N';
else
end
Auto=3;

end

case {l, 3}
%Automatically rotates image
[label,particles]=bwlabel(facl,4); %
Stats I=regionprops(label, 'Orientation'); %Regionprops function returns

approximate ellipse orientation
rotation_angle=StatsI (1).Orientation %Note: particle 1 SHOULD be the large

sample mass
if Statsl(1 ).Orientation>=O;

frotate=imrotate(fac I ,Stats I(I ).Orientation);
%figure
%imshow(frotate);
%titleCRotated Image');

else
Statsl (I ).Orientation=Statsl (I ).Orientation*(-l);
frotate=imrotate(fac 1,Stats1(1) .Orientation);
%figure
%imshow(frotate);
%title('Rotated Image');

end
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%Automatically crop image - default algorithm which crops according to the first
white pixel encountered along each edge

for x=1:width/4 %Try to find left edge of asphalt; assume the left edge of the
sample should be w/i the left quarter of the image

for y=l :length
if fac1(y,x)~O&beg_width==O

beg_width=x
else
end

end
end
for x=width:-l :«(3/4)*width) %Try to find right edge of asphalt; assume the

right edge should be w/i the right quarter of the image
for y=l :length

if facl (y,x)-=O&end_width==O
end width=x

else
end

end
end
for y=l :length/4 %Try to find top edge of asphalt; assume the top edge of the

sample should be w/i the upper quarter of the image
for x=1:width

if fac1(y,x}-=O&beg_length==O
beg_length=y

else
end

end
end
for y=length:-I :((3/4)*length) %Try to find bottom edge of asphalt; assume the

bottom edge should be w/i the lower quarter of the image
for x= I :width

if fac I(y,x)-=O&end_length==O
end_length=y

else
end

end
end

cropfac=imcrop(frotate,[beLwidth,beg_length,end_width,end_lengthJ);
figure
imshow(cropfac);

title('Cropped image');

adjustJesponse='Y'; %to prevent 'while' loop from cycling
if Auto=3; %allow user to input threshold manually after automatically adjusting
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image
Auto=O;

else
end

end
end

%%%%%%% THRESHOLDING ROUTINE %%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('Air void and aggregate tlueshold levels');

tlueshJesponse='N'; %initialize 'while' loop variable
while thresh_response=='N'

switch Auto
%Ask user if they want to input an airvoid tlueshold level manually
case 0

tluesh_response=input('Do you wish to manually tlueshold the image (for
airvoids and aggregate)? (YIN): ','s');

%tlueshJesponse=N';
ifthreshJesponse=='y' I tluesh_response=='Y'

%Routine to manually adjust airvoid tlueshold level
while tluesh_response='y'l tluesh_response=='Y';
av_threshlv=input('Enter airvoids tlueshold level (O=white, 256=black):');
fav=mmtlueshad(f,av_threshlv);

% fav=mmareaclose(fav,2);
% fav=mmareaopen(fav,5);

fav=mmareaopen(fav, 10); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fav=mmero(fav); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure
imshow(fav);
title('Airvoids Threshold');
%Routine to manually adjust aggregate tlueshold level
agg_tlueshlv=input('Enter aggregate tlueshold level (O=white, 256=black): ');
high=input('Enter the high level for contrast: ');

% high=0.35;
10w=input('Enter the low level for contrast: ');

% low=O.l5;
j=imadjust(f,[low high],[O 1]);
g=J;
C agg=mmtlueshad(g,agg_tlueshlv);
figure
imshow(Cagg);
title('Aggregate Threshold');
tluesh_response = input('Do you want to re-enter tlueshold levels? (YIN):

lIS')', ,
end
tluesh_response='Y'; % to prevent 'while' loop from cycling
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else
ifthresh_response=='n' IthreshJesponse='N'

threshJesponse='N';
else
end
Auto=3;

end
case {l,3}

%Automatically adjust image to show airvoid threshold level
av_threshlv=2;
fav=mrnthreshad(f,av_threshlv); %binarize grayscale image to show airvoids

% fav=mrnareaclose(fav,2);
% fav=mrnareaopen(fav,5); %Remove noise

fav=mrnareaopen(fav, I0); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% fav=mrnero(fav); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure
imshow(fav);

titieCAirvoids Threshold');
%Automatically adjust image to show aggregate threshold level
high=0.35;
10w=0.15;
j=imadjust(f,[low high],[O 1]);
f=j;
agLthreshlv=100;
C agg=mmthreshad(f,agg_threshlv);
figure
imshow(Cagg);
titleCAggregate Threshold');
threshJesponse='Y';

end
end

%%%% BEGm AIR VOIDS GREY SCALE IMAGE PREPARATION %%%%%%%
fprintfC\n');
dispCBegin Air Voids Grey Scale Image Preparation');
fgray=imrotate(fav, rotation_angle);
fgray=imcrop(fgray,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);

fgray=mrnneg(fgray);
%figure
%mrnshow(fgray);
%titleCcrop fgray');

%Separate air voids
fl =mrnareaclose(fgray,200);
f2=mrnsubm(fgray,fl );
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%figure
%mmshow(fl);

%%%%JJJJ changed from dil to ero
sk=mmskiz(mmero(fl ,mmsedisk(5»);
f3=mmintersec(fl,mmneg(sk»;
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final»;

disp('Voids labeling and measurement beginning');
[void_label, void'-particles]=bwlabel(final,4);
imwrite(final, graynamesave, 'tif);
disp('File "avgreydone" saved');

save voiddataname void_label void-lJarticles %save air voids information

%%%%%%%%% AGGREGATE SEPARATION %%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%% Watershed Separation %%%%%%%%%%%
if sepoption = 1;

watershedloop=O;
while watershedloop==O;

disp('Performing WATERSHED SEPARATION');
hmin=input('Please enter the threshold for suppressing shallow minima (e.g., 50): ');

watershedgray=mmreadgray(filename);
%figure
%mmshow(watershedgray);
% high=l;
% 10w=85/256;
% watershedgray=imadjust(watershedgray,[low high],[0 I]);
watershedf=innotate(watershedgray, rotation_angle);
watershedf=imcrop(watershedf,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);
watershedf=imcomplement(watershedf);
watershedf2=imhmin(watershedf,hrnin);
watershedf=watershed(watershedf2);
figure
imshow(watershedf);
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(watershedf);
title('watershed separated image');

imwrite(watershedf, 'morph.tif, 'tiff);
f=innead('morph. tif);
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imwrite(f,bwnamesave, 'tiff);
%disp('File Saved');

redowatershed=input('Would you like to use a different threshold minima for the
watershed separation? (YIN) ',os');
if redowatershed='Y'lredowatershed=='y'

watershedloop=O;
else

watershedloop= I;
end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SKIZ Separation %%%%%%%%%
elseif sepoption = 2 & excelinput==I;

f=imrotate(Cagg, rotation_angle);
f=imcrop(f,[belLwidth,belLlength,end_width,end_length]);

%Remove noise pixels within the aggregates
%f=mmneg(mrnareaopen(mrnneg(f), I 0); %%%%%
f=mmareaclose(f,5);
figure
mrnshow(f); %At this point image f is ready for particle separation
title('f image ready for particle sep');

%Set particle separation parameters
skiz_run(I)=2;
skizJun_area(I)=IOO;

skiz run(2)=3;
skiz_run_area(2)=100;

skiz_run(3)=4;
skiz_run_area(3)=100;

skiz_rune4)=5;
skiz run area(4)=500;

skiz_run(5)=4;
skiz_run_area(5)=600;

skiz rune6)=5;
skiz_run_area(6)=600;

skizJun(7)=6;
skiz_run_area(7)=1100;
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skizJun(8)=7;
skizJun_area(8)=1600;

skiz_run(9)=8;
skiz run area(9)=2100;

skiz_run(1 0)=9;
skiz_run_area(10)=2500;

skiz_run(II)=IO;
skiz_run_area(II)=2700;

skiz run(l2)=II ;
skiz run area(12)=3000;

skiz_run(l3)=12;
skiz_run_area(13)=3300;

skiz_run(l4)=14;
skiz_run_area(l4)=3700;

skizJun(15)=15;
skiz_run_area(l5)=4500;

%First run through the algorithm
fl=mmareaopen(f,skiz_run_area(I»; % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,fl); % what has been removed to be included later
%figure
%mmshow(fl );

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(fl ,mmsedisk(skiz run(l» »;

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(fJ ,mrnneg(sk»;
%figure
%mmshow(f3);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk2=mmskiz(mmero(f2,mmsedisk(2)»;
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% use the skiz to cut the connections
f2=mmintersec(f2,mmneg(sk2»;
%figure
%mmshow(f2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
%figure
%mmshow(final);

% show them labeled
dispCbefore');
mmlblshow(mmlabel(t);
titieCbefore separation');
dispCafter');
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final»;

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif, 'tiff);
dispCskiz run 1 completed');

%%%%%%Second to Fifteenth run through the algorithm %%%%%%%%%%%
for j=2:15

f=imreadCmorph. tif);

fl=mmareaopen(f,skiz_run_areaG»; % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,fl); % what has been removed to be included later

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(fl ,mmsedisk(skiz_runG»»;

fprintfCskiz run %2.0f\n', j);

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(fl,mmneg(sk»;
mmshow(f3);

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final»;

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif, 'tiff);
end
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f=imread('morph. tif);
imwrite(f,bwnamesave, 'tiff);
disp('File Saved');

%figure
%imshow(f);
%title('BW after sep');

disp('Hit any key to continue');
pause

%%%%%%%%%%%% SKIZ Separation %%%%%%%%%
elseif sepoption = 2 & excelinput==2;

f=imrotate(Cagg, rotation_angle);
f=imcrop(f,[beg_width,beg_Iength,end_width,end_length]);

%Remove noise pixels within the aggregates
f=mmareaclose(f,5);
figure
mmshow(f); %At this point image f is ready for particle separation
title('f image ready for particle sep');

clear ans;
xlsread ImagePACskiz.xls
skizparameters=ans;

%First run through the algorithm
fI =mmareaopen(f,skizparameters(1 ,2)); % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,fl); % what has been removed to be included later
%figure
%mmshow(fI);

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(fI ,mmsedisk(skizparameters( I , I))));

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(fI,mrnneg(sk));
%figure
%mmshow(f3);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size ofthe narrow connections to remove
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sk2=mmskiz(mmero(f2,mmsedisk(2)));

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f2=mmintersec(f2,mmneg(sk2));
%figure
%mmshow(f2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,D);
%figure
%mmshow(final);

% show them labeled
disp('before');
mmlblshow(mmlabel(t));
titleCbefore separation');
disp('after');
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif, 'tiff);
dispCskiz run 1 completed');

%%%%%%Second to Fifteenth run through the algorithm%%%%%%%%
for j=2: 15

f=imread('morph. tif);

fl =mmareaopen(f,skizparameters(j,2)); % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,fl); % what has been removed to be included later

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size ofthe narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(fl ,mmsedisk(skizparameters(j, I))));

fprintfCskiz run %2.0f\n', j);

% use the skiz to cut the connections
D=mmintersec(fl ,mmneg(sk));
mmshow(D);

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,D);
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif, 'tiff);
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end

f=imread('morph.tif);
imwrite(f,bwnamesave, 'tiff);
disp('File Saved');

%figure
%imshow(t);
%title('BW after sep');

disp('Hit any key to continue');
pause
end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%% GENERAL AGGREGATE ANALYSIS %%%%%%%
%figure
%imshow(t);
%titie('f gneral analysis');

%Use 1 mm cutoff for the gradation analysis
cut_off=(l/25.4)*dpi;
cut~off=round(cut_oft);

%DEBUGGING ONLY
max_axis=(30/25.4)*dpi;

%Obtain total image area
[length,width]=size(t);
totalarea=length*width;
disp(TOTAL IMAGE AREA ANALYSIS COMPLETED');
fjJrintf('Area = %2.0f\n', totalarea);
fjJrintf('\n')

%Analyze total aggregate area
%area=bwarea(t);
%disp(TOTAL AGGREGATE AREA ANALYSIS COMPLETED');
%fprintf('Area = %2.0f\n', area)
%fprintf('\n')

clear label; clear particles;
%Label each of the individual particles
[labei,particles]=bwlabel(f,4);
%figure;
%mmlblshow(label);
%title('Aggregate Separation');
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%Progress Report: Particle count completed
fprintfC\n')
dispCPARTICLE COUNT ANALYSIS COMPLETED');
fprintfCParticie count = %2.0f\n\n', particles);
fprintfC\n')

%Keeping track of air_void particles
particle_max=particles;

dispCHit any key to continue');
pause

%%%Below may only be used if I'm individually tracking the voids to see maybe their
location distribution.
%Progress Report
dispCAdding void "particles" to aggregate. Please wait.');
particlesaggvoids=particles;
for i=I :voidyarticles

particlesaggvoids=particlesaggvoids+I;
void_index(i)=particlesaggvoids;

end
particlesaggvoids

[end_Iength,end_width]=size(label);
length=end_length;
width=end_width;

labelaggvoids=label;

for y=l:end_Iength
for x=l :end width

if void_label(y,x)-=O
labelaggvoids(y,x)=void_index(void_label(y,x));

else
end

end
end

figure;
mmlblshow(labelaggvoids);
titieCAggregate with Air Voids');

dispCHit any key to continue');
pause
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Progress Report: Individual Particle Area Count Beginning
fprintf('\n')
disp('INDIVIDUAL PARTICLE AREA COUNT BEGINNING');
disp('ANALYSIS MAY TAKE A FEW MINUTES');
fprintf('\n')

%Create structure array for individual particle area, centroid, equivalent diameter, major
axis, minor axis, and orientation
particlestats=regionprops(labelaggvoids, 'Area', 'Centroid', 'EquivDiameter',
'MajorAxisLength', 'MinorAxisLength', 'Orientation', 'Image',
'FilledImage','BoundingBox', 'Solidity');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Progress Report: Individual particle area count completed
fprintfC\n')
dispCINDIVIDUAL PARTICLE AREA COUNT COMPLETED');
fprintf('\n')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Begin Aggregate Clean-up
for i=1 :particle_max;

ulx=particiestats(i).BoundingBox(1,1)+0.5;
uly=particlestats(i).BoundingBox(l ,2)+0.5;
regionwidth=particlestats(i).BoundingBox(1,3);
regionlength=particlestats(i) .BoundingBox( I ,4);
for j=ulx:(ulx+regionwidth-1);

for k=uly:(uly+regionlength-l);
if particiestats(i).FiliedImage(k-uly+1J-ulx+1)-=0

if labelaggvoids(kJ)==O;
labelaggvoids(k,j)=i;
particlestats(i).Area=particlestats(i).Area+1;

else
end

else
end

end
end

end
figure
mmlblshow(labelaggvoids);
title('Clean Agg + Voids');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%End Aggregate Clean-up

particlesaggvoids=size(particlestats,l );

%Function to round off the depth of each particle
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for i=1 :particlesaggvoids
particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength=round(particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength);

end

%Function to round off the depth of each particle
for i= I :particlesaggvoids

particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength=round(particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength);
end

%Function to determine the aggregate with the largest depth
for i=I :particlesaggvoids;

depth_largest(i)=O;
end
clear i;
for i=I :particlesaggvoids

depth_Iargest(i)=(particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength+particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength)/2;
end
clear i;
for i=I :particlesaggvoids;

depth_Iargest(i)=round(depth_Iargest(i));
end
clear i;
deepest--'particle=O;
%%%%%JJJJJJJ changed below from particles to particlesaggvoids
for i=I :particlesaggvoids

if depth_Iargest(i»=deepest--'particle
deepest--'particle=depth_largest(i);

deepest--.particle_index=i;
else
end

end
clear i;
%Progress Report:
fjJrintf('\n')
disp('LARGEST DEPTH PARTICLE DETERMINED');
fprintf('\n')

%Function that rounds average diameter to nearest integer
for i=I :particlesaggvoids

particlestats(i).EquivDiameter=round(particlestats(i).EquivDiameter);
end
clear i;
%Calculate average particle volume (of equivalent cylinder)
for i=l :particlesaggvoids

particlestats(i).average_volume=particlestats(i).Area*particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength;
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end
clear i;
%Detel1lline widest particle (in the horizontal direction)
widest-particle=O;
for i=I :particles;

horiz_width(i)=cos(particlestats(i).Orientation);
horiz_width(i)=particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength*horiz_width(i);
ifhoriz width(i»=widest-particle;

widest-particle=round(horiz_width(i));
widest-particle_index=i;

else
end

end
clear i;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-D General Analysis%%%%%%%%
begin=l;

%Start at left edge
ac_vol_horiz=O;

end_depth=begin+widest-particle-I;

for i= I :particlesaggvoids
slice_length array

slice_volume(i)=2;
% particlestats(i).initial_volume=particlestats(i).average_volume;
% particlestats(i).ex_average_volume=O;
end
clear i;
for i=1:particlesaggvoids

number_ofyarticles(i)=2;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Initialize

clear i;
right_edge=2*widest-particle;
section of pavement for which

%Special considerations for the last

%it does not extend therefore no additional 3D infol1llation can be obtained.

for i=1:(right_edge-widest-particle)
edge depth extrapolation

1

end_index=width-widest-particle %end i
clear edge_discount;

surface edge
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m=l;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
previous=999999;

number
for k=l :length

%%%%%Discount edge particles
if labelaggvoids(k,i)-=previous %& labelaggvoids(k,i)~O

edge_discount(m)=labelaggvoids(k,i);
previous=labelaggvoids(k,i);
m=m+l;

else
end

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
previous=1;

%meaningless

for j=begin:end_depth %Begin 3D Extraction of 2D
data

for k=1:length
p=labelaggvoids(kj);
ifp-=O

n=find(p==edge_discount); %Checks ifcurrent particle is an edge
particle

check=isempty(n);
if check==1 %particle is NOT an edge particle

if p==previous %particle is part ofprevious particle
slice_volume(previous)=slice_volume(previous)+2;

elseif p-=previous %particle is a new particle
number_o(particles(previous)=number_ofyarticles(previous)+2;

particlestats(previous).average_volume=particlestats(previous).average_voIume+
2*slice_volume(previous);

slice_volume(previous)=0;
slice_volume(p)=2;
previous=p;

end
else %else indicates that the particle is an edge particle
end
else %else indicates that the particle is a 0 = asphalt
if k>=beg_Iength&k<=end_length&j>=beg_width&j<=end_width

ac_vol_horiz=ac_vol_horiz+l; %%%%% In deleted loop, +2 instead of + I
else
end

end
end

end
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begin=begin+ I;
end_depth=begin+widestyarticle-I;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=I :particlesaggvoids %Initialize
slice_length array

slice_volume(i)=I;
end
for i= widestyarticle:(width-widestyarticle-I) %Special
considerations for right edge depth extrapolation

1 %Display current status
end_index=width-widest-particle %end i
clear edge_discount; %Reset array for new

surface edge
m=l;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
previous=999999; %meaningless

number
for k=I:length

%%%% %Discount edge particles
if labelaggvoids(k,i)-=previous %& labelaggvoids(k,i)-=O

edge_discount(m)=labelaggvoids(k,i);
previous=labelaggvoids(k,i);
m=m+l;

else
end

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
previous=I;

for j=begin:end_depth
data

for k=l:1ength
p=labelaggvoids(kj);
ifp~O

n=find(p==edge_discount);
particle

%Begin 3D Extraction of2D

%Checks if current particle is an edge

check=isempty(n);
ifcheck==l
if p==previous

slice_volume(previous)=slice_volume(previous)+1;
elseifp~previous

number_ofyarticles(previous)=number_ofyarticles(previous)+I;

particlestats(previous).average_volume=particlestats(previous).average_volume+
slice_volume(previous);
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slice_volume(previous)~O;
slice_volume(p)= I;
prevIOUS=p;

end
else %else indicates that the particle is an edge particle
end
else %else indicates that the particle is a 0 = asphalt
ifk>=beLlength&k<~end_Iength&j>=beg_width&j<=end_width

ac_vol_horiz=ac_vol_horiz+l; %%%%% In deleted loop, +2 instead of +I
else
end

end
end

end
begin=begin+1;
end_depth=begin+widest---.particle-l;

end

%Function to calculate total average volume for gradation analysis

%
%

output format=2;
if outputJormat=2

for j=l:particle_max
if particlestatsG).EquivDiameter>=cut_off

total_average_volume=total_average_volume+particlestatsG).average_volume;
else

end
end

% end
totalaggvol=O;

for j=1 :particle_max
totalaggvol=totalaggvol+particlestats(j).average_volume;

end
m=l;
done~O;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OUTPUT MENU OPTIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%disp('Hit any key to continue with output selections');
%pause
%Perform output option from user inputted menu array
forj=I:8
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%%%3D EXTRAPOLATION OF ASPHALT IN THE HORIZONTAL DIRECTION%
ifmenu(lj)=l/ menu(lj)==8

%Function to evaluate the asphalt content of the sample
asphalt3D_mass=ac_vol_horiz* 1.025;
aggregate3D_mass=totalaggvol*2.968;
total_slice_mass=asphalt3D_mass+aggregate3D_mass;
asphalt3D_content=(asphalt3D_mass/total_slice_mass)*100;
fprintfC3D AC Content= %2.2f\n', asphalt3D_content);
fprintf('ln')

dispCfinished 3-D analysis');
% dispCHit any key to continue');
% pause

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% VOID RATIO CALCULATION %%%%%%%%%%
elseif menu(l,j)==2 Irnenu(l j)=8

voidpix= irnread(graynamesave);
voidpix = rnrnlabel(voidpix);
rnmlblshow(voidpix);
clear i, j, k;
j=l;
k=l;
for i=l:end_length;

ifvoidpix(i,l) -=0;
It_edgeyarticles(l ,j)=voidpix(i,1);
j=j+i;

else
end
ifvoidpix(i,end_width) ~O;

rt_edgeyarticles(l ,k)=voidpix(i,end_width);
k=k+l;

else
end

end
clear i, j, k;
j=l;
k=l;
for i=l:end_width;

ifvoidpix(l,i) -=0;
top_edgeyarticles(l ,j)=voidpix(l ,i);
j=j+l;

else
end
ifvoidpix(end_length,i) -=0;

bot_edgeyarticles(l ,k)=voidpix(end_Iength,i);
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k=k+l;
else
end

end

clear i;
clear n;

%Volume of air voids measured in the horizontal scan
horiz_av_vol=O;
for i=particle_max:particlesaggvoids;

nL=find(i==lt_edge-particles); %Checks if current particle is an edge
particle

nR=find(i==rt_edge-particles);
nT=find(i==top_edge-particles);
nB=find(i--bot_edge-particles);
n=cat(2,nL,nR,nT,nB);
check=isempty(n);

if check== I; %Not edge particle and particle is larger than 30 dpi
horiz_av_vol=horiz_av_vol+particlestats(i).average_volume;

else %Discount edge particles and small particles
end

end
percent_voids=(horiz_av_vol/(width*lengili*widesUJarticle))* I00;

%adjust for dpi and direction of scan

%Progress Report: percent air voids calculated
disp('VOID PERCENTAGE CALCULATED');
fprintf('Void Percentage= %2.2f\n', percent_voids);
fprintf('\n')

% disp('Hit any key to continue');
% pause

%%%%%%%%%%%% PERCENT ELONGATION ANALYSIS %%%%%%%%%%
elseifmenu(1 j)==3 Imenu(l j)==8

%Function to choose the longest major axis of the vertical, horizontal, and
diagonal directions
for j=1:particles

elongation_check_index(j)=O;
end

for j=1:particles
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elongation_check_indexG)=particlestatsG).MajorAxisLength/particlestatsG).MinorAxisL
ength;

end

%Flat/Elongated particle content calculation
elongated_volume=O;
total_elongated_volume=O;
total_coarse_vol=O;
for i=I :particles

ifparticlestats(i).MajorAxisLength>=(4.72/25.4)*dpi
total_coarse_vol=total_coarse_vol+particlestats(i).average_volume;

else
end

if elongation_check_index(i»=3.0
if particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength>=(4.72/25.4)*dpi

elongated_volume=elongated_volume+particlestats(i).average_volume;
else
end

else
end

end

percent_elong=(elongated_volume/total_coarse_vol)* I 00;

%Progress Report: Flat/Elongated particles calculated
disp('FLAT/ELONGATED PARTICLES CALCULATED');
fprintf('Flat/Elongated Particle Percentage = %2.2f\n', percent_elong);
fprintf('\n')

% disp('Hit any key to continue');
% pause

%%%%%%%%VOLUMETRIC GRADATION CURVE CALCULATIONS%%%%%%
elseifmenu(lj)=41 menu(lj)=8

%Function to determine AVERAGE aggregate diameter maximum bin size
max_aVLbinsize=O;
for j= I :particle_max

if particlestatsG).EquivDiameter>=max_avg_binsize
max_avg_binsize=particlestatsG).EquivDiameter;

else
end

end
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average--8radation(7,binsize)=0;
average_gradation(8,binsize)=0;
average_gradation(9,binsize)=0;
average_gradation(l O,binsize)=0;

temp(binsize)=0;

%Function to initialize grad variable for AVERAGE MAJOR AXIS length
clear binsize;
for binsize=max_avg_binsize:-I :I

average--8radation(l,binsize)=O; % Number of particles
average_gradation(2,binsize)=0; % Percentage of occurance
average_gradation(3,binsize)=0; % Cumulative volume of total particles
average_gradation(4,binsize)=0; % Representative particle volumes
average_gradation(5,binsize)=0; % Percentage of total volume
average_gradation(6,binsize)=0; % Adjusted number or particles within

perspective volume
% Adjusted binsize volumes
% Adjusted cumulative volume passing
% Adjusted cumulative percentage passing
% Binsize in mm

end

%Function to measure the perimeter of each of the aggregates
perim=bwperim(f,8);

for i=I :particles
particlestats(i).perimeter=O;

end

for x=I :width
for y=I :length

if perim(y,x)==1
particlestats(label(y,x».perimeter=particlestats(label(y,x».perimeter+1;

else
end

end
end

%Function to create gradation curve based upon AVERAGE axis length
%Assume initial increments of 1
clear binsize;

particle_3Dmax=O;
for i=I :particles;

particle_3Dmax=particle_3Dmax+number_of-llarticles(i);
end

for binsize=max_avLbinsize:·1 :cut_off
for j=I :particle_max

if particiestatsG).EquivDiameteI binsize

average--8fadation(I ,binsize)=average_gradation(l ,binsize)+I *(number_of-llartic1esG);
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average_gradation(3 ,binsize)=average_gradation(3 ,binsize)+particlestats(j).average_volu
me;
else
end
end
average_gradation(2,binsize)=(average_gradation(l ,binsize)/particle_3Dmax)* 100;
frequency_distribution(binsize)=average_gradation(l ,binsize);
end

%Function to calculate "representative" average particle volumes for each binsize
for binsize=cut_off:max_avg_binsize
if average_gradation(1,binsize)-=0
average_gradation(4,binsize)=average_gradation(3 ,binsize)/average_gradation(l,
binsize);
else
average_gradation(4,binsize)=0;

end
end

%Function to calculate percentage of total particles by volume
for binsize=max_avg_binsize:-1 :cut_off

average_gradation(5,binsize)=(average_gradation(3,binsize)/total_average_volume)* 100;
percent_volume(binsize)=average_gradation(5,binsize);

end

%Progress Report: Analysis of average aggregate diameter completed
fprintf('\n')
disp('ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE AGGREGATE DIAMETER FOR

GRADATION CURVE COMPLETED');
fprintf('\n')

%Function to plot frequency distribution on a new figure
clear binsize;
figure;

x=[1:max_avg_binsize]*binsize_factor;
plot(x,frequency_distribution);
title('Frequency Distribution - FERET DIAMETER');
xlabel('Grain Size D(mm)');
ylabel('Number of Particles');
grid

%Function to plot percent by volume on a new figure
clear binsize;
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figure;
x=[ I :max_avg_binsize]*binsizejactor;
bar(x,percent_volume);
title('Percentage of Total Aggregate Volume - FERET DIAMETER');
xlabel('Grain Size D(mm)');
ylabel('Percentage of Total Aggregate Volume');
grid

%Function to create gradation curve based upon AVERAGE axis length
%Assume initial increments of I
clear binsize;
average_gradation(8, I)=average~radation(3,I);
for binsize=cut off:max avg binsize- --

average_gradation(8,binsize)=average_gradation(8,binsize-
I )+average_gradation(3,binsize);

end
for binsize=cut_off:max_avg_binsize

average_gradation(9,binsize)=(average_gradation(8,binsize)/total_average_volume)*100;
graddata(binsize, I )=average_gradation(9,binsize);

end

for binsize=I :max avg binsize
average_gradation(l O,binsize)=binsize*binsizejactor;

end

%Function to add the binsize in millimeters into excel file
for binsize=max avg binsize:-I: I

graddata(binsize,2)=(binsize*binsizejactor);
end

max_avg_binsize=max_avg_binsize+I;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,1)=I00;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,2)=25;
max_avg_binsize=max_avg_binsize+I;
graddata(max_avg_binsize, 1)=100;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,2)=37.5;
max_avg_binsize=max_avg_binsize+ I;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,1)=I 00;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,2)=50;

%Function that saves the data into excel.dat
save graddata.xls graddata -ascii -double -tabs

%Progress Report: Gradation curve completed
fprintf('\n')
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disp('GRADATION CURVES COMPLETED');
fprintf('In')
fprintf('In');
dispCThe data has been saved in the graddata file');

% disp('Hit any key to continue');
% pause

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS %%%%%%%%%%%
elseifmenu(lj)==51 menu(lj)=8;

colorsep= imread('morph.tif);
colorsep = mmlabel(colorsep);
mmlblshow(colorsep);
clear i, j, k;
j=l;
k=l;
for i=1:end_length;

if colorsep(i, I) -=0;
It_edge--'particles(l ,j)=colorsep(i, I);
j=j+l;

else
end
if colorsep(i,end_width) ~O;

rt_edge--'particles(l,k)=colorsep(i,end_width);
k=k+l;

else
end

end
clear i, j, k;
j=l;
k=l;
for i=l:end_width;

if colorsep(l ,i) ~O;
top_edge--.particles(l j)=colorsep(l ,i);
j=j+1;

else
end
if colorsep(endJength,i) -=0;

bot_edge--.particles(l ,k)=colorsep(end_Iength,i);
k=k+l;

else
end

end

clear i;
clear n;
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clear q;
q=O;
fori=l :particles;

nL=find(i==lt_edge-particles); %Checks if current particle is an edge
particle

nR=find(i==rt_edge-particles);
nT=find(i==top_edge-particles);
nB=find(i=bot_edge-particles);
n=cat(2,nL,nR,nT,nB);
check=isempty(n);

if check==l&particlestats(i).Area>cutofCagg; %Not edge particle and particle is larger
than 30 dpi

q=q+l;
Orientation(q)=particlestats(i).Orientation;

else %Discount edge particles and small particles
end

end
for i=l:q;

particlestatstheta(i)=Orientation(i)*pi/180;
end
figure
rosette=rose(particlestatstheta,360);

title('Rosette Diagram of Particle Orientation');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SHAPE DESCRIPTORS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseifmenu(lJ)==61 menu(l,j)=8

% particleshape=regionprops(labelaggvoids,'Filledlmage','BoundingBox', 'Solidity');
for i=l :particles;

particlestats(i).perimeter=bwperim(particlestats(i).Filledlmage);
end
for j=1:particles;

particlestatsG).meas-perimeter=bwarea(particlestatsG).perimeter);
end

for i=1:particles;
if particlestats(i).Area>=cutofCagg

%Fonn Factor
nurneratorfonnfactor=4*pi*(particlestats(i) .Area);
denominatorformfactor=(particlestats(i).meas-perimeter)"'2;
particlestats(i).fonnfactor=(nurneratorfonnfactor/denominatorformfactor);
%Roundness

particlestats(i).roundness=(4*particlestats(i).Area)/(pi*particlestats(i).MajorAxisLengthA
2);

%Aspect Ratio
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partic1estats(i).aspectratio=particlestats(i).MajorAxisLengthiparticlestats(i).MinorAxisLe
ngth;

%Solidity
partic1estats(i).Solidity;
%Minkowski Fractal Dimension
particlestats(i).FiIIedImagePad=padarray(particlestats(i).FiIIedImage,[30,30],

'both');

particlestats(i).Fractal_Dimension=mmfractal(particlestats(i).FilIedImagePad,[5: 15],
'noplot');

%FFT of texture
% grayimage = mmreadgray(filename);
% figure;
% mmshow(grayimage);
% title('ffi grayimage');
% particlestats(i).grayimagecrop = imcrop(grayimage,
[particlestats(i).BoundingBox]);
% partic1estats(i).ffi:=fft(partic1estats(i).grayimagecrop);

else
end

end

%%%%%%%%%%% TABLE OF PARTICLE CHARACTERISTICS %%%%%%%
elseifmenu(lj)==71 menu(lj)==8

j=l;
for i = 1:particles

if particlestats(i).Area>=cutofCagg;
aggregatedataG, I) = OJ;
aggregatedataG,2) = [i);
aggregatedataG,3) = [partic1estats(i).Area);
aggregatedataG,4) = [partic1estats(i) .Orientation];
aggregatedataG ,5) = [particlestats(i).Maj orAxisLength);
aggregatedataG,6) = [partic1estats(i).MinorAxisLength];
aggregatedataG,7) = [particlestats(i).Centroid( I, I)];
aggregatedataG,8) = [partic1estats(i).Centroid(l,2»);
aggregatedataG,9) = [partic1estats(i).formfactor);
aggregatedataG,IO) = [particlestats(i).roundness];
aggregatedataG, 11) = [partic1estats(i).aspectratio];
aggregatedataG, I 2) = [particlestats(i).Solidity);
aggregatedataG,13) = [particlestats(i).Fractal_Dimension];

j=j+1;
else
end
end
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save aggregatedata.xls aggregatedata -ascii -tabs

aggdataheader={'No. particles' ,'Particle #','Area','Orientation', 'Major Axis','Minor
Axis','Centroid X','Centroid Y', 'fonn factor', 'roundness', 'aspect ratio', 'solidity','Fractal
Dimension'} ;

aggdatatable=num2cell(aggregatedata);
aggregatetable=[aggdataheader;aggdatatable];

%%%%%%%%%
save variables;

dispCProgram finished');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
end

end
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APPENDIX B: GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure B1. GP42A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B2. GP42B-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B3. GP47A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B4. GP47B-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B5. GP47C-150 grain size distribution
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Figure 86. GP50A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B7. GP50B-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B8. GP52A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure 89. GP528~150grain size distribution
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Figure BlO. HB57A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure Bll. HB57B-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B12. HB62A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B13. HB62B-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B14. HB67A-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B15. HB67B-150 grain size distribution
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Figure B16. JC-148A-48A grain size distribution
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Figure B17. JC-148A-48B grain size distribution
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Figure B18. JC-148A-48C grain size distribution
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Figure B19. JC66AI2-Al grain size distribution
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Figure B20. JC66A12-Bl grain size distribution
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Figure B21. JC66A12-Cl grain size distribution
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Figure B22. JC68A14-Al grain size distribution
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Figure B23. JC68A14-Bl grain size distribution
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Figure B24. GP61A-KAL grain size distribution
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Figure B25. GP61B-KAL grain size distribution
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APPENDIX C: GRADATION CURVE REFERENCE DATA
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Table Cl. Gradation Curve Reference Data For Calibration Samples

Reference grain size distribution for samples from Grace Pacific (GP) Quarry
(Samples GP42A-150 - GP52B-150)

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 7l
9.5 51.7

4.75 29.5
2.36 12.l
U8 0.3

Reference grain size distribution for samples from Hawaiian Bitumals (HB) Quarry
(Samples HB57A-150 - HB67B-150)

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 87
9.5 64.6

4.75 30
2.36 12.5
U8 0.3
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Table C2. Gradation Curve Reference Data For Kalanianaole Lab Samples

Sieve Size I % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 87.5
9.5 66.3

4.75 47.2
2.36 21.7
1.18 2.0
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Table C3. Gradation Curve Reference Data For Kalanianaole. Field Samples

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 86.2
9.5 75.3

4.75 60.5
2.36 26.9
1.18 2.0
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Table C4. Gradation Curve Reference Data For Kaimuki Field Samples

JC66A12-A1

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 90.2
9.5 69.5
4.75 35.3
2.36 15.0
1.18 2.0

JC66A12-B1

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 75.8
9.5 62.5
4.75 36.5
2.36 14.7
1.18 2.0

JC68A14-A1

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 80.8
9.5 61.4

4.75 35.3
2.36 14.0
1.18 2.0
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JC66A12-C1

Sieve Size I % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 81.6
9.5 63.9
4.75 29.2
2.36 11.3
1.18 2.0

JC68AI4-Bl

Sieve Size % Passing
(mm)

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 79.6
9.5 60.0

4.75 32.0
2.36 12.6
1.18 2.0
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